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ABSTRACT 

 
 

In order to avoid the accidents like Fukushima Disaster and monitor the operation status of 

nuclear power plant, a wireless sensor system which is powered by the Thermoelectric Generator 

(TEG) Energy Harvester is designed and built. Meanwhile, a power converter circuit has also 

been designed to convert the output voltage of TEG Energy Harvester to a DC voltage to charge 

the battery or power the application systems. Several prototypes based on this power converter 

circuit have been built for Thermoelectric Generator (TEG) energy harvester and tested in both 

working and laboratory conditions. 

The reliability of the TEG Energy Harvester system in the gamma radiation environment has 

been examined in the experiments. Based on the experiments results, the design was 

optimizedand an optimized Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithm has also been applied in 

the prototype to extract the maximum power from the TEG Energy Harvester in all conditions.  

The TEG Energy Harvester system would be greatly simplified as a new type of sensor will be 

applied. The design of the signal conditioning circuit for this sensor has also been presented.  
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 

 
 

In this work, a comprehensive electronic systems for Thermoelectric Generator (TEG) Energy 

Harvester was designed and built. The system consists of two parts. One part is a converter 

circuit which can regulate the output voltage of the energy harvester and charge the battery 

efficiently while the other part is data acquisition and wireless communication system, which can 

collect data via different kinds of sensors and send the data out with the help of wireless 

communication modules.  

The prototype of the system was tested with the actual working conditions in the laboratory 

experiments and later optimized and improved based on the experiments results. An optimized 

Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithm was applied in the control of the power converter to 

ensure that the TEG Energy Harvester can output the maximum power in all conditions. Also, a 

new type of sensor was also developed for future system simplify and improvement.
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 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Nowadays, while world is developing with an incredible speed, causing energy consumption of 

to rapidly rise, which is forcing people to face the challenge of potential energy crises and 

environmental problems. According to data from the International Energy Agency, the whole 

world energy consumption increased almost 100% from 1973 to 2013 [21]. Among various energy 

sources, fossil fuel is still the most popular energy fuel. Also, according to the U.S. Energy 

Information Administration, in the second decade of the 21st century, fossil fuel is still the primary 

energy source in the U.S. In 2011, 82% of the overall energy consumption of U.S. is made up by 

the three major fossil fuel: petroleum, natural gas and coal [17]. Based on the numbers provided 

in the BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2015, the percentage of the fossil fuel in the world 

energy consumption can be calculated as 86.3% [18].  

 

Figure 0-1 2011 Energy Consumption in US [17] 
 

Due to the limited storage and unstable production of the fossil fuel, especially petroleum, 

energy crises have occurred. Meanwhile, the production and consumption of fossil fuel also 

brought a lot of pollution to our environment. In order to solve these problems, people have put 

numerous efforts into finding new energy sources to replace fossil fuels and develop energy 

harvesting devices.   
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One of the most promising clean energy source is nuclear energy. Nuclear energy has great 

advantages in relieving the Global Warming as nuclear power plants emit much less greenhouse 

gas than similar fossil-fuel power stations. Meanwhile, the abundant nuclear fuel availability also 

brings a low fuel cost for nuclear energy which makes it more economical. Thus, many countries 

have focused on nuclear energy as a source for power. Figure 0-1 has shown that 9% of the energy 

consumed in U.S. is produced by nuclear energy. And according to [23], 19% of the electricity 

consumed in U.S. is provided by nuclear power plants making the U.S. the country with largest 

nuclear energy production capability in the world. 

However, several accidents have occurred in nuclear power plants in past few decades, most 

recent of which, the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster which occurred in Japan, in 2011, has made 

people worried about the safety of the nuclear power plants. Thus, more methods for improvement 

of the safety of the nuclear power plants are needed. Building a comprehensive sensor network to 

monitor the status of the power plants is necessary. In order to continually monitor the status of 

the power plant even after accidents occur, the sensor network should be self-powered and able to 

transmit the data automatically with the help of wireless communication modules.  

Current wireless sensor networks suffer from limited power supplies. Many approaches have 

been proposed to help wireless sensor network to save the energy. In [2], many low power network 

design techniques are listed, e.g. limiting the transmission range, using complex software to 

dynamic configure the wireless sensor node. However, these approaches are strongly limited the 

performance of the wireless sensor network. Either lowering the transmission range or dynamically 

configuring the network may result in increasing the number of sensor nodes and the complexity 

of the network, which may bring unexpected problems. Meanwhile, due to the limited energy, 

usually, one wireless node only transmits data for one sensor since less data will consume less 

transmission time and save more energy.  

It would be better to have some energy harvesters to make wireless sensor nodes self-powered. 

Most energy harvesting devices used to power wireless sensor nodes are developed to turn the 

energy like solar energy, wind energy, geothermal energy, and hydraulic energy into electrical 

energy. However, these energy harvesting devices are all constrained by their environment and 

location, and their output power may be limited and unstable. In nuclear power plants, the vibration 

may be one solution as vibration exists almost everywhere on the steam pipe in the power plant. 
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Some meaningful progress has already been gained in vibration energy harvesting [1] [6] [9] [10] 

[12] [22]. However, these energy harvesters are not suitable for nuclear power plants due to their 

size and mechanism. But they can still be used as an auxiliary energy source for wireless sensor 

nodes if they can be scaled down.  

Therefore, a Thermoelectric Generator (TEG) Energy Harvester, which use the temperature 

difference between the steam pipe and the environment to generate electricity, is developed to 

power the wireless sensor nodes in both normal working conditions and emergency situations [12]. 

This TEG Energy Harvester could provide much more energy than the normal energy source for 

wireless sensor nodes. To work well with this TEG Energy Harvester, an electronic system 

including a power converter and wireless data acquisition system should be specially designed for 

this energy harvester based on its electric characteristics. The power converter in TEG Energy 

Harvester system should retain the possibility of being improved to get the optimal performance 

and be compatible for both TEG Energy Harvester and some auxiliary vibration energy harvesters, 

which can be applied in nuclear power plants. Also, with more power provided, the wireless sensor 

node will be able to deal with more measurement tasks simultaneously and provide more 

information.  

1.2 Goals 

The primary objective of this work is to design the power electronic circuit and the wireless 

sensor node for a TEG Energy Harvester for use in a nuclear power plant. At the same time, these 

electronic circuits, or at least some modules of the circuits, should be compatible with the large-

scale vibration energy harvesters. In this case, the electronic circuits should meet following 

requirements: 

1. The input range of the power supply circuit in the system should be compatible with the 

output range of the energy harvester. The lower bound of the input range should be as low as 

possible to convert more harvested energy to electricity while the higher bound shall not be 

exceeded in normal working conditions for the TEG Energy Harvesters. According to [12], the 

TEG Energy Harvester will provide a maximum voltage of 12V when it is working properly. To 

ensure the safety of the circuit, the maximum input voltage for the converter should be larger than 

12V. In order to provide a larger safety margin, a maximum input voltage for the converter of over 
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20V is preferred. Since the minimum supply voltage for some components, like MOSFETs and 

op-amps, used in power converter circuits is around 3V, the start-up voltage of the power converter 

should be around 3V. Thus, the input voltage range for the converter will be at least 3-20V. 

2. In order to measure multiple channels and store the data as much as possible, the wireless 

communication and data acquisition system shall be carefully designed. For the TEG Energy 

Harvester, a high sample rate is not necessary but a low power consumption and compact design 

may be necessary. And since the wireless modules will form a network, the router nodes should 

have enough space to store the data collected from the end devices before sending them out. Also, 

the system should have the capability to be upgraded in the future to meet higher requirements. 

3. The wireless transmission should be able to cover a reasonable range so that it may form a 

network inside the nuclear power plant. Considering the size of the power plant, for example, the 

area of sizewell B nuclear power plant is about 500m×500m [47], a wireless module which can 

cover the range of 50-100m will be preferred.    

4. It is also necessary to use radiation hardened techniques in the design to fulfill the 

requirement of being able to work in the nuclear power plant.  

5. A type of new dual-mode sensor is now under development and will be used in the system 

to measure temperature and pressure of the steam pipe simultaneously. In this case, the wireless 

communication and data acquisition system should be able to get the data from this new type of 

sensor. Thus, a signal conditioning circuit is also required in the system. 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

Chapter 1 introduces the motivation and the goal of this thesis. Background involved in this 

thesis such as the structure of the TEG Energy Harvester, the output characteristics of the TEG 

Energy Harvester and the development of the electronics for TEG harvesters in general will be 

introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 will focus on the design of the power electronics 

and wireless data acquisition system for the TEG Energy Harvester respectively while Chapter 5 

will present the radiation test results for the prototypes. Chapter 6 will discuss about the 

optimization for the system including radiation hardened design, Maximum Power Point Tracking 

(MPPT) and design for special sensor. Finally, Chapter 7 will contain the conclusion of this thesis 

and the future work.   
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2 Background and Literature Review 

2.1 Thermoelectric generator and its application 

2.1.1 Thermoelectric material and Thermoelectric Generator (TEG) 

Thermoelectric (TE) materials are the materials which can directly convert a local 

temperature difference to an electric voltage, or vice versa. This conversion can be induced by 

three types of thermoelectric effects, the Seebeck Effect, Peltier Effect and Thomson Effect. The 

Seebeck Effect describes the conversion of temperature gradients into electricity at the junctions 

of P-type and N-type thermoelectric materials. When a temperature difference is applied to this 

kind of junction, the electrons inside N-type material and the electron holes inside P-type 

material will be driven to the cold side of the junction. In this case, a current through the junction 

will be formed and electricity will be generated. On the contrary, the Peltier Effect describes the 

generation of a temperature difference when a current flow goes through the TE material 

junctions. This effect can be seen as the back-action of Seebeck Effect and is usually used to 

develop heat pump or cooling devices. Of particular importance to this Thesis, the Seebeck 

Effect is used to develop the Thermoelectric Generator (TEG). The parameter used to describe 

how strong the Seebeck Effect is on a certain material is called Seebeck coefficient. This 

coefficient is defined by following equation and can be found through experiments. 

   2-1 

Here  is the voltage difference between the P-type and N-type while  is the temperature 

difference applied on the junction. The TEG material used in [12] is a Bi2Te3 based 

semiconductor, and the Seebeck coefficient for the modules used in [12] is around 27μV/℃. An 

improved Seebeck coefficient for this material of 287μV/℃ is achieved at 54℃ in [47].  

Due to the dependence of the Seebeck coefficient on temperature for many TE materials, a 

spatial gradient in temperature distribution will lead to a gradient in Seebeck coefficient 

distribution which may cause current through the material and induce the Peltier Effect. This 

phenomenon is called the Thomson Effect.  
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Usually, alloyed semiconductor materials which have high charge carrier concentrations are 

preferred to be used to develop thermoelectric materials. Heavy elements, such as Bi, Te, Pb, and 

Sb, are conventional ingredients in this kind of alloyed semiconductors. Among these 

semiconductors, Bi2Te3 is the most popular TE material for the low temperature (<300 ) 

application [34].  

Connecting a bunch of thermoelectric material P/N junctions electrically in series and 

thermally in parallel will make a thermoelectric module. A thermoelectric module (TEM) is the 

core of a thermoelectric generator. Usually, the TEM is attached to a heat source and connected 

to a heat sink on the other side to dissipate the heat. In this way, a TEG with a complete thermal 

circuit is built. The heat source will supply heat the hots side of the TEM, while the heat sink 

remove heat from the cold side of the TEM creating a temperature gradient across the TEM 

allowing electricity to be generated. The structure of a typical TEG is shown in the Figure 2-1 

below. 

 

Figure 2-1 Structure of a Typical TEG [11] 
 

By using multiple TEMs, the power of the TEG will be increased. In [35], researchers used 4 

TEMs in their design and achieved a maximum power of 12.2W. And in [36], another TEG with 

72 TEMs integrated together generated a power of 35.6W at a 563  temperature difference. 

Even a maximum output power of 255.1W was achieved with a temperature difference of 

173.72  in [37].  
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2.1.2 Nuclear Power Plant 

Since the TEG will be designed to work in a nuclear power plant, the environment of the 

installation site may affect the performance of the TEG, thus, the environment of the nuclear 

power plant needs to be discussed. There are two main types of nuclear power plant. One is 

using the Boling Water Reactor (BWR) while another one is using Pressurized Water Reactor 

(PWR). The BWR power plant only has one coolant circle to keep the temperature of the core to 

be around 285 . The water pressure in this coolant circle is about 75 times of atmosphere 

pressure. The cold water will be heated by a heater and boiled to steam by the reactor later. The 

steam will be used to drive the turbine generator and then cooled again for circularly use. The 

temperature of the steam is around 287.2°C when it comes out of the reactor. And after cooling 

the temperature of the water will be around 278.3°C [12].  

For the PWR power plant, two coolant circles are used. The primary loop is the circle where 

highly pressurized water flows to cool the reactor and supply heat to cool water, generating 

steam which flows in the secondary loop in order to drive the turbine generator. The temperature 

of the water in the primary loop is 315 -325 , and the pressure is about 150 times of 

atmosphere pressure to keep the water from boiling. After getting heat from the primary loop, the 

steam in the secondary loop will achieve a temperature of 292 [38].  

Another important environmental factor in a nuclear power plant is the radiation. The 

radiation rates throughout a PWR power plant are shown in Table 2-1 below [30].  

Table 2-1 Radiation Environment around a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) on Load [30] 

Location  Gamma dose rate (rad/s) Neutron dose rate (rad/s) 

Pressure vessel annulus 2.78  8.33 

Coolant loop area 1.39×10-2 Negligible 

Outside the loop area 5.56×10-5 5.56×10-6 

 
The design of the TEG Energy Harvester in [12], which the electronic system in this thesis is 

designed for, will be used in the primary coolant loop or the secondary coolant loop of a PWR 
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power plant. The temperature and the radiation will influence the TEG Energy Harvester, and the 

test results are discussed in [12].  

2.2 Electrical Characteristics of TEG Energy Harvester 

2.2.1 Internal Resistance and Output Voltage of TEG Energy Harvester 

    Since the thermoelectric generator (TEG) is built based on the Seebeck effect, the output 

voltage of the thermal energy harvester is only decided by the temperature difference between the 

hot side and cold side of the material. As the temperature will not change sharply, the output 

voltage of the TEG will be a DC voltage while slowly changes.  An electrical model for TEG 

Energy Harvester is shown in Figure 2-2 below. 

   

Figure 2-2 Electrical Model for TEG Energy Harvester [24] 
 

 is the voltage generated by the TEG material.  is the Seebeck coefficient of the selected 

TEG material while  is the temperature of the hot side of the TEG material and  is the 

temperature of the cold side of the TEG material.  is the electrical resistance of the selected 

TEG material and  is the load resistance.  

 is determined by the length and the area of the thermoelectric material P/N junctions. The 

resistance of one P/N junction can be defined by Equation 2-2 below. 

            2-2 
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where  and  are the electrical resistivity of the P-leg and N-leg respectively of the P/N 

junction. And  and   are the length and area of the P-leg while  and   are the length and 

area of the N-leg. For most cases, the values of   and   are close to each other because the 

electrical resistivity, and shape of both the P-leg and N-leg are almost the same. Since the P/N junctions 

inside the TEG are connected in electrical series, the resistance of the TEG is the sum of the resistance of 

the P/N junctions. In this case, let  ,   and . Then, the 

Equation 2-3 can be derived. 

       2-3 

where  is the number of the P/N junctions inside the TEG. The electrical resistivity   is 

dependent on the temperature change, however this has little influence on the resistance of TEG 

when the TEG is thick enough [49]. Thus, electrical resistivity  is treated as a parameter which is 

independent from the temperature in the model of TEG and leads the TEG to have an internal 

resistance that can be seen as constant.  can be calculated from the open-circuit voltage and 

short-circuit current of TEG Energy Harvester, or founded from the Load-Power curve. According 

to [12], the theoretical internal resistance of the TEG Energy Harvester is around 7.8Ω. The actual 

internal resistance measured in experiments are shown in the Table 2-2 below. 

Table 2-2 Internal Resistance of TEG Energy Harvester 

Source 

Temperature 

Hot side 

Temperature 

Cold side 

Temperature 

Open-circuit 

Voltage 

Short-circuit 

Current 

Internal 

Resistance 

120℃ 94.53℃ 45.04℃ 2.667V 0.382A 6.98Ω 

150℃ 120.74℃ 53.16℃ 3.74V 0.524A 7.14Ω 

200℃ 163.79℃ 66.06℃ 5.59V 0.747A 7.48Ω 

  

As can be seen from Table 2-2, the internal resistance of the TEG Energy Harvester varies 

slightly with the temperature, but this change usually can be ignored in the analysis and modeling 

[50]. The results shown in Table 2-2 are the internal resistance for a particular TEG module, in 

order to build a more representative model, the internal resistance should use the theoretical value. 
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In the following Chapters, for simplifying the calculation and modeling, the internal resistance of 

TEG is set to its theoretical value. 

Based on the model shown in Figure 2-2, the TEG Energy Harvester can be seen as a typical 

DC voltage source which will achieve its maximum output power when the attached load  

matches with the internal resistance . The maximum output current is constrained by the 

temperature difference and the internal resistance. These parameters need to be taken into 

consideration when the electronic circuit is designed for the TEG Energy Harvester. 

Considering the temperature distribution of the steam pipe in nuclear power plants, the Seebeck 

coefficients of the TEG material and the design of the heat sink, the TEG energy harvester in [12] 

should be able to generate a DC voltage of 9V-10V when it is working in the secondary loop of 

the power plant, and a voltage of 11V-12V when it is located in the primary loop of the power 

plant. Though the output voltage is over 10V, the output power is still very limited. The power 

does not exceed 4W when working with a matched load at the highest temperature available in the 

power plant pipes systems. But, if the power plant is shut down due to some natural disasters, the 

output voltage of the TEG will gradually drop to a very low level as well as the temperature of the 

steam pipes.  The estimated normal output voltage and power of the TEG are shown in the Figure 

2-3 below.  

 

Figure 2-3 Simulation Results for the TEG Energy Harvester [12] 
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2.2.2 Power Assessment of TEG Energy Harvester 

   A typical thermoelectric material can achieve a power density of 60 μW/ cm², when the 

temperature difference between hot side and the cold side is 5℃ [11]  With optimized design, the 

thermoelectric generator (TEG) is able to power the wireless sensor in certain conditions. The 

situation of the nuclear power plant and steam pipe needs to be monitored all the time. However, 

when accidents like Fukushima Disaster happen, the wireless sensor networks may be cut off from 

the traditional power source. In this case, the TEG can extract the energy from residual heat of the 

steam pipes and work as the backup power source for these wireless sensor nodes. Although many 

design mentioned above can generate impressive power, the TEG Energy Harvester needs to 

designed and modified according to the environment requirement in the nuclear power plant. Thus, 

the output power may not achieve as high as the examples mentioned before. A design of the TEG 

Energy Harvester for this scenario, as shown in Figure 2-4, is proposed in [12]. This device 

achieves a maximum output power of 2.22W in the lab test with a matched load at a temperature 

difference of 128.3℃, and the source temperature of the TEG Energy Harvester is 246℃, when 

the temperatures of the hot side and cold side of the TEG modules are around 215℃ and 87℃ 

respectively. Under this condition, the voltage over the matched load is 4.15V [12]. 

 

Figure 2-4 Structure of TEG Energy Harvester [12] 
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2.3 Wireless Sensor 

Wireless sensors have been successfully applied to many industries in recent years. It is 

reported that applying wireless sensor will help the nuclear power plant to reduce the cost of 

installation, as cables, which costs $2000/ft., can be replaced [39]. Wireless sensors may be used 

to monitor the temperature and the pressure of the coolant loops in nuclear power plants, which 

can help maintain the plant and detect the potential disasters. In the initial stage of the electronic 

designed in this thesis, the sensors used in the system will be the commercial temperature and 

pressure sensors. A new type of pressure and temperature sensor will be developed to replace 

them.  

Although the wireless sensors will bring the benefits to the nuclear power industry, their use 

is still limited in nuclear power plant because people worry about their reliability and 

performance in the radiation rich environments. Thus, radiation hardened design needs to be 

taken into consideration. However, in the initial design, a non-radiation-hardened design will be 

first built to verify the system and find out the maximum rate dose that normal system could 

stand for later radiation shielding study and design.     
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3 Power Converter 

Although impressive amount of energy can be harvested from the coolant pipes in nuclear 

power plant, these energy can neither be applied directly to power sensors or other instruments nor 

be stored in the battery directly without converters. The converter needs to be carefully designed 

to be applicable for TEG Energy Harvester and data collection systems. 

3.1 Major Design Requirements for Power Converter 

According to the electronic characteristics of the energy harvester and the power requirement 

of the sensors and data collection systems, the converter should meet following requirements: 

1. Applicable to TEG Energy Harvester mentioned above. Since the working 

temperature for the TEG Energy Harvester ranges from low temperature to the temperature 

of the coolant pipe in the nuclear power plant, which is around 300℃, the output voltage 

of TEG Energy Harvester also has a large range. Thus, the power converter should have a 

large input voltage range and converter them to a suitable DC voltage to power sensors and 

data collection system. As discussed in Section 1.2, the higher bound for the input range 

should be at least 20V.  

2. Able to self-start up at a low start up voltage. A low start-up voltage will make sure 

that the converter will work fine with the TEG Energy Harvester which usually generate a 

lower voltage when accidents happened in nuclear power plant and the pipes cool down. 

And the start-up voltage would better be around 3V as discussed in Section 1.2.  

3. Able to charge various types of battery. Although the output voltage of the TEG 

Energy Harvester is DC voltage and usually does not suddenly change, which helps to keep 

the output voltage of the converter stable, a battery is not necessary in the system but still 

recommended. The battery can help to extend the working time of the system when the 

external energy sources are cut off during the nuclear disasters. Meanwhile, the battery also 

maintains the possibility for the system to power some other potential sensors or actuators 

which may require high power consumption in the future. Considering the supply voltage 

requirements and power consumptions of the electronic components in the TEG Energy 
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Harvester, a 3.7V Li-ion battery with large capacity, such as 18650 Li-ion battery (which 

requires a 4.1V charging voltage), is chosen as the energy storage unit to store extra energy 

in the normal days and power the sensor nodes in emergency cases. However, 12V 

rechargeable battery may be needed in some other scenarios as the some devices and 

sensors that are already used in nuclear power plant system may require a higher supply 

voltage. Therefore, it is important to be capable of charging various types of battery, which 

also means that the charging current may need to be controlled and the output voltage is 

easy to be adjusted.  

4. Able to provide sudden high power output. The wireless chips in the data collection 

may cause a high power demand in a short time to send the data out. Although the battery 

can function as an energy buffer to provide extra power for the wireless module, the 

converter still should have the ability to handle this requirement to make the system more 

stable. 

5. Retain the ability to be upgraded to be applicable to other auxiliary energy 

harvesters. Since some other energy harvesters, like electromagnetic vibration energy 

harvester, will also work as auxiliary energy source, the power converter should keep the 

potential of being improved to be compatible to other energy harvesters, which means that 

it may need to be easy for applying Power Factory Correction or Maximum Power Point 

Tracking.   

3.2 Circuit Topologies for the Power Converter 

Based on the requirements listed above, some converter topologies can be taken into 

consideration. The most widely-used converter topologies in the area of energy harvesting are 

Buck Converter, Boost Converter and Buck-Boost Converter. Though these topologies can fulfill 

the requirements of converting and stabilizing the voltage, having a large input voltage range, and 

being able to output enough power, they still may not be good solutions for this application.  

After comprehensive consideration, a 3.7V Li-ion battery is chosen for the TEG harvester 

system. Considering the output voltage of TEG may range from less than 2V to 10V under different 

working conditions, Buck converter or Boost converter will not be suitable for TEG Energy 

Harvester.  The Buck-Boost converter can handle this job, but it still have the disadvantage that its 
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output voltage has an opposite polarity of its input, which may cause some problems. And both 

the input and output current of the Buck-Boost converter is discontinuous.  

Thus, the Buck converter, Boost converter and the Buck-Boost converter will not be used due 

to their drawbacks discussed above while the Single-Ended Primary-Inductor Converter (SEPIC) 

is chosen as the circuit topology for the TEG Energy Harvesters system. The topology is shown in 

the Figure 3-1 below. The SEPIC can either step up or step down the voltage while keeping a 

continuous input current, which may be easy for applying Maximum Power Point Tracking 

(MPPT).  

SEPIC can be seen as a single-switch topology which evolves from a Boost converter followed 

by a Buck-Boost converter. The circuit diagram of a typical SEPIC is shown in the Figure 3-1.  

  

Figure 3-1 Topology of SEPIC 
 

As with Buck converter, Boost converter and Buck-Boost converter, the SEPIC also has two 

different work modes, continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction mode 

(DCM). When a SEPIC is working in the CCM, the current through the inductor L1 will never fall 

to zero. If the current through the inductors falls to zero, the operation mode of SEPIC will enter 

one kind of the DCM, which is called Discontinuous Inductor Current Mode (DICM). Another 

type of DCM for SEPIC is called Discontinuous Capacitor Voltage Mode (DCVM). In DCVM, 

the voltage over the capacitor C1 will drop to zero. Usually, the converter is deigned to work in 

CCM, because in this mode, the converter provides a continuous input current as well as a simple 

model for prediction and control. Thus, the CCM for the SEPIC will be mainly discussed in this 

section. In the CCM, when the switch, which is usually realized by a MOSFET, is closed, the input 

voltage source will charge the inductor L1 while the energy stored in the capacitor C2 will take the 
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responsibility to maintain the output voltage. Meanwhile, the capacitor C1 will charge the inductor 

L2. The current flow is shown in the Figure 3-2. 

  

Figure 3-2 Current Flow in SEPIC when the Switched is Closed 
 

The equivalent circuit in this period is shown in the Figure 3-3 below.  

  

Figure 3-3 Equivalent Circuit for SEPIC when the Switch is Closed 
 

As can be seen from the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3-3, the voltage over the inductor 

L1 is equal to the input voltage while the voltage over the capacitor C1 is equal to the voltage over 

the inductor L2. Thus, the following equations can be derived. 

        3-1 

         3-2 

          3-3 

                  3-4 
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During the period that the switch is open, the current will change to the direction shown in the 

Figure 3-4 below and the equivalent circuit will turn into the one shown in the Figure 3-5 below. 

Since the inductors will not allow the current change the direction instantly, after the switch is 

turned off, the current through the inductor L1 and L2 flows along with the direction shown in the 

Figure 3-4. In this case, the energy stored in both L1 and L2 will be delivered to the load at the 

output side. Meanwhile, the capacitor C1 and C2 will also be charged in this period.  

  

Figure 3-4 Current Flow in SEPIC when the Switch is Open 
 

  

Figure 3-5 Equivalent Circuit for SEPIC when the Switch is Open 
 

According to the equivalent circuit shown above in the Figure 3-5, the following equations will 

be derived. 

      3-5 

        3-6 

                 3-7 
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           3-8 

When the SEPIC is working properly, the inductors in the converter should be work in the 

steady state, which means that the inductors should follow the voltage-second balance principle. 

And meanwhile, the capacitors in the converter should also achieve a balance between charge and 

discharge. Thus, the following equations are derived. 

     3-9 

    3-10 

    3-11 

    3-12 

where  is the duty cycle of switching MOSFET. And following relationships will be obtained: 

       3-13 

                                                    3-14 

              3-15 

               3-16 

Equation 3-13 and Equation 3-15 show that the both the input current  and the output voltage 

 are affected by the duty cycle .   

3.3 Design of the Prototype Circuits 

According to the requirements discussed above, two converter circuit prototypes were built 

based on the SEPIC topology and tested in the experiments.  

The SEPIC can be built by either using discrete devices or using commercial integrated 

converter chips. By using discrete devices, most of the electrical characteristics of the converter 

can be extensively customized to meet all the requirements. However, using discrete devices will 

also bring a lot of problems such as increasing complexity, size and cost of the circuit. Also, it 

would be another problem that how to deal with the thermal dissipation for the discrete devices. 
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Using integrated converter chips will help to avoid these problems. However, some compromises 

need to be made as the electrical characteristics are hard to be customized for most integrated 

chips. 

3.3.1 Prototype for TEG Energy Harvester based on Discrete Devices 

A prototype built with discrete devices is used to verify the topology. And the picture of its 

power stage is shown in Figure 3-6 below. According to the research in [25] [26], some wireless 

communication protocols, such as Wi-Fi, will make the modules have a current of 200-250mA 

when it is transmitting data. Given this situation and the test conditions in lab, the output current 

of this prototype is set to 350mA. And considering the TEG Energy Harvester working conditions, 

it is reasonable to set the lower bound of the input voltage to 3V. And as mentioned above, a 3.7V 

Li-ion battery, which requires 4.1V charging voltage, will be used in the system to power devices 

and help simplify the system. Based on these requirements, the parameters of the components in 

the circuit can be determined. 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Power Stage of the Prototype Built with Discrete Devices 
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Usually, the maximum value of the ripple current (  through the inductors in SEPIC should 

be around 40% of the input current when the input voltage is minimum. If the minimum input 

voltage is set to 3V, considering that the charging voltage of the battery is 4.1V, the duty cycle  

will be around 57%. Thus, the ripple current in the inductors  can be determined by Equation 

3-17: 

  3-17 

During the period that the MOSFET is conducted, the Equations 3-18 can be obtained: 

       3-18 

 

Thus: 

      3-19 

                   3-20 

where  is the switching frequency of SEPIC. If the switching frequency is set to 200 kHz, the 

inductor  will be around 45μH. Hence two 47μH inductors were chosen. 

The prototype was tested with a 100Ω resistor load to find out its efficiency. The test result is 

shown in Figure 3-7 below. 
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Figure 3-7 Efficiency Test Results for Prototype Built with Discrete Devices 
 

The test results shows that the efficiency of this prototype is not high enough. And the size of 

this prototype is still too large. In Figure 3-6, only the power stage part of the prototype is 

displayed. If the control part of the prototype, the heat dissipation devices of the MOSFET, and 

other power electronic components are added, the size of this prototype should be much larger. 

And the cost may also increase. A SEPIC chip helps to solve these problems. Another 

improvement that should be done is using a pair of coupled inductors instead of using two separate 

inductors to reduce the size and cost as well as achieve a smaller ripple current. Since the two 

inductors are coupled, the ripple current can be divided by these two inductors which will also lead 

to a smaller inductance requirement.  

There are several commercial integrated chips, which is built based on the SEPIC topology, are 

available. Based on the requirements discussed in the Section 3.1, LT1513, SEPIC Constant/ 

Programmable Current/Constant Voltage Battery Charger is chosen. LT1513 has a wide input 

voltage range varying from 2.7V to 30V. And it can stand a maximum switch voltage of 40V. The 

input voltage range is wide enough for TEG Energy Harvesters. Meanwhile, LT1513 is not only a 

voltage converter but also a battery charger which can charge various types of rechargeable battery 

such as NiCd, NiMH, Lead Acid and Lithium Battery. It can charge any number of cells up to 

20V. Also, maximum switch current on LT1513 can reach up to 3A, which can allow this chip to 

charge a single Lithium battery cell with 2A current. The charging current can also be programmed 

by connecting a DC voltage source or equivalent PWM signal to the current feedback pin of the 
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chip through a resistor network. And LT1513 can be driven by an external logic signal through the 

synchronization pin on the chip, which leaves the space for using microcontroller to control the 

converter. A typical battery charger circuit schematic based on LT1513 is shown below in the 

Figure 3-8. 

 

Figure 3-8 Typical Application Circuit for LT1513 [13] 
 

3.3.2 Prototype for TEG Energy Harvester based on LT1513 

This prototype is built based on the schematic shown in Figure 3-8. However, due to the DC 

voltage generated by the TEG Energy Harvester, the input capacitance is largely reduced. As a 

result, the size of the whole circuit can be reduced to fit the TEG Energy Harvester better. And a 

3.7V Li-ion battery, which requires to be charges with 4.1V, is chosen to store the energy and 

power devices in the TEG Energy Harvester system because all of the electronic devices, except 

the pressure sensor, can work with a supply voltage range from 3.3V to 5V. The output of this 

prototype is set to the 4.1V.  The common commercial pressure sensors are usually working under 

a DC supply voltage of 10-20V. Therefore, a Boost converter is built and attached to the battery 

to boost the voltage and power the pressure sensor. This boost converter is built with the LM2700 

Boost converter chip from Texas Instrument. The circuit schematics for battery charger and the 

Boost converter is shown below in the Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. And the picture of the prototype 

is shown in the Figure 3-11. 
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Figure 3-9 Schematic of the Battery Charger for TEG Energy Harvester 
 

 

Figure 3-10 Schematic of the Boost Converter in TEG Energy Harvester System 
 

 

Figure 3-11 Photo of Prototype for TEG Energy Harvester 
 

The prototype based on LT1513 was tested in lab with a DC power supply as the power source 

and using a 7.5Ω resistor as the load to test its efficiency. The prototype based on LT1513 worked 

well in experiment and its efficiency is shown below in the Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12 Efficiency Test Results for the Prototype Built based on LT1513 
 

Figure 3-12 shows that this prototype has a larger efficiency than the one built based on 

discrete devices. The efficiency could be further improved if the design of this prototype is 

further optimized. According to the data in [12], the TEG Energy harvester will have a maximum 

output power of 2.45W and a maximum voltage of 9.7V when it is applied in the secondary 

coolant loop of the nuclear power plant. Taking the efficiency shown in the Figure 3-12 into 

consideration, this prototype would provide a maximum power around 1.96W for the wireless 

communication and data acquisition system when the TEG Energy Harvester is working properly 

on the secondary coolant loop.  
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4 Wireless Communication and Data Acquisition System 

The power generated by the energy harvesters is very limited. Usually, they are not powerful 

enough to directly drive the high power-consumption devices used in power plant systems, but the 

energy harvested from the thermal dissipation of the coolant pipes can be used to power some data 

acquisition and wireless transfer systems which are used in the emergency or normal conditions to 

monitor the operation status of the power plant.   

4.1 Major Design Requirement for the Wireless Communication and Data 

Acquisition System 

Unlike the conventional data acquisition and wireless transfer system for the energy harvester 

system, this data acquisition and wireless transfer system should be able to sample multiple 

channels and transfer the data over a reasonable range. In this case, the data acquisition and 

wireless transfer system should meet following requirements. 

1. The data acquisition system should be able to sample the data via multiple channels 

at the same time. In the real cases, there are a lot of parameters that need to be monitored 

at the same time. For example, in the TEG Energy Harvester system for nuclear power 

plants, the temperature and pressure of the steam pipes need to be sensed to monitor the 

operation status of the power plant. Also, the environmental radiation needs to be 

monitored. Meanwhile, the temperatures of the TEG’s hot side and cold side and the output 

voltage of the TEG require to be monitored as well. Thus, the data acquisition system needs 

at least 6 channels to sample the data parallel.  

2. The data acquisition system should be able to sample the data with a reasonable 

sample rate. Although most of the parameters discussed above do not change sharply, a 

few parameters like the output voltage and current of the TEG Energy Harvester and the 

environmental radiation dose may need to be constantly monitored. The parameters like 

temperature and radiation dose would be measured once per minute or even less frequently 

while the parameters like pipe pressure would need to be measured more frequently and 

voltage and current may need to be monitored every second. Meanwhile, a suitable memory 
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space is necessary for a wireless sensor node to store all the data sampled in a certain period 

of time before transmitting them out.  

3. The wireless transfer system should be able to transfer the data over a reasonable 

range with a low power consumption. However, for the TEG Energy Harvester, the 

wireless transfer would rather be able to save more energy than cover a longer range. Since 

multiple TEG Energy Harvesters will be installed in the coolant system for nuclear energy 

power plant, a wireless sensor network will be formed. As discussed in Section 1.2, the 

range which is over 50m would be good enough.  

4. The wireless modules should be able to send the data with a reasonable transmission 

rate. Considering the real situation in power plant system, the data acquisition and wireless 

transfer system will work in working mode and sleep mode alternately. The percentage of 

time a node is in working mode in the whole operational period is its duty cycle. The duty 

cycle for the coordinator nodes is usually several times larger than the end devices’ duty 

cycle as they need to route the data and coordinate the other nodes. In order to reduce the 

duty cycle for the router nodes and coordinator nodes to save power, the duty cycle for the 

end devices in the network would better be as low as possible. If the operation period is 

one minutes, the end device needs to finish sampling and transmission in about 1s. Most 

of the wireless protocols are able to help wireless sensor nodes to meet this requirement. 

5. The power requirement of this system under the conditions discussed above should 

be much less than the power provided by TEG Energy Harvester. In the real cases, the 

power consumption of a wireless sensor node may increase due to some unexpected 

situations. For example, if the data is missed by the receiver, the transceiver will keep 

sending the data until it receives the acknowledgement from receiver. This action will 

increase the transceiver’s duty cycle and cost more energy. To ensure the smooth operation 

of the system, even in the harshest conditions, the system power consumption should be 

still less than 1.92W, the power generated by TEG Energy Harvester when it is working 

properly. 
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4.2 Design of Wireless Communication System 

It would be hard for the TEG energy harvester to power some high-power-consumption wireless 

communication module as the TEG Energy Harvester output power is limited by the size of TEG 

modules and the temperature difference across it,. And as discussed above, a communication range 

of 50-100m would be fine for this application, which indicates that the wireless communication 

based on the protocol like ZigBee will be a good solution. 

ZigBee is an IEEE 802.15.4-based wireless protocol. ZigBee protocol is suitable for building a 

low-power wireless personal area network. The wireless personal area network based on ZigBee 

is sampler and less expensive than the other networks which are based on Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Due 

to the cost and the power consumption of the network, the transmission distance of ZigBee usually 

is limited to 10-100m and the defined transmission rate is 250kbps. Although the transmission 

range of the ZigBee is short, it can still meet the requirements discussed above, and the data can 

be transmitted over a long distance by a mesh network formed with ZigBee modules. In this mesh 

network, there are three different types of wireless node. The wireless modules who just work at 

the end of the network as a device to simply sample the data and send the data out is called ZigBee 

End Devices (ZEDs). Some of the wireless module will not only sample the data but also take the 

responsibility to forward the data in the network. This kind of modules are called ZigBee Routers 

(ZRs). And in the network, the ZigBee Coordinators (ZCs) are the most capable devices which 

work as the root of the network tree and the bridge to other network. In this project, the ZC is 

connected to the computer and can be directly powered by the computer while ZED and ZR are 

installed with the TEG Energy Harvester and powered by it.   

In this project, a System-on-Chip (SoC) solution for ZigBee from Texas Instrument, CC 2530 

is chosen for the TEG Energy Harvester system. This is an embedded chip which combines a 

microcontroller and a ZigBee wireless module. Thus, CC 2530 is able to sample the data with its 

own 8 Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) channels on chip and send the data out at the same 

time. The integrated design of this chip also helped to simplify the whole system and reduce the 

power consumption. Since the temperature and pressure, which is the most important parameters 

that the TEG Energy Harvester system would like to help to monitor, usually do not change 

sharply, the ADCs and ZigBee module on the chip are good enough to be a transceiver for the 

system. The ADCs on CC 2530 will sample the output signal of temperature sensor and pressure 
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sensor. Then CC 2530 will convert these voltages into temperature and pressure data and send 

them out. Another CC 2530 is used as a ZC to receive the data on the other side with computer in 

the control center room. All the collected data is sent to the computer and presented in the Graphic 

User Interface (GUI). A diagram of the system and a picture of the system set up are shown in 

Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 below respectively. 

 

Figure 4-1 Diagram for the Wireless Communication and Data Acquisition system for TEG 
Energy Harvester 

 

 

Figure 4-2  Wireless Communication and Data Acquisition System for TEG Energy Harvester 
Setup 
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4.3 Power Consumption Assessment 

The power specification of CC 2530 is shown in the Table 4-1 below. And a picture of the 

module is also shown in the Figure 4-3 below while the picture for the system in experiment is 

shown in the Figure 4-4 below. 

Table 4-1 CC 2530 Power Specification [16] 

Supply Voltage 2-3.6VDC 

Current in Active Mode RX (CPU Idle) 24mA 

Current in Active Mode TX at 1 dBm (CPU Idle) 29mA 

Current in 4μs-wake-up Mode 0.2mA 

Current in Sleep Timer Running Mode 1μA 

External Interrupts Wake up Mode 0.4μA 

 

From Table 4-1, the power consumption of the CC 2530 modules can be calculated. The 

transmit power of CC 2530 is around 0.1W while the power consumption in Sleep Timer Running 

Mode is only 3μW.  

Considering the actual operation status, the wireless data acquisition system only needs to 

transmit the data every one minute, or even less frequently. Taking the data length, the transmission 

rate and sample rate into consideration together, the duty cycle for CC 2530, which is working as 

a ZED, in ideal case, will be extremely low. Assuming the duty cycle for ZED in normal conditions 

is 1%, the power consumed on it will only be around 1.003mW. For the wireless modules which 

work as ZRs, the duty cycle is still less than 30% [43]. Thus, the ZRs will need at least 30.0021mW. 

And according to [43], the worst case that can occur in the application is the case in which CC 

2530 send the maximum data length frame with Acknowledgement signal (ACK) missed. In this 

case, the CC 2530’s duty cycle will raise to 50% as it will need to repeat sending the data for 

several times and it will require 50.0015mW.  

As can be seen from Figure 2-3 above, the maximum output power of the TEG Energy 

Harvester installed in the secondary loop is around 2.45W. And according to Figure 3-12, the 
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efficiency of the SEPIC is around 80%. Thus, the power that could be provided for the wireless 

module, sensors and their signal conditioning circuit is around 1.96W. This available power is 

much larger than the power requirements of the wireless sensor nodes under any conditions.  

However, when the disaster happens, the power plant will be shut down, which will lead to the 

cooling of the pipe and stop the TEG Energy Harvester working. In this case, a fully charged 3.7V 

Li-ion battery with 2600 mAh capacity could support the ZEDs working for several months even 

if the steam pipe is fully cold down. And ZRs can still work for at least about two weeks with the 

support of the battery. In the worst cases, the battery will support the wireless module to work for 

about one week without any other energy sources.  

In the cases discussed above, the power consumption of the sensors are all assumed to be 

negligible. If these power consumption are taken into consideration, the time that the system can 

last after all the energy sources are shut down will be reduced. However, this reduction will not be 

significant as the sensors used in the system do not consume too much power. 

 

Figure 4-3 Photo of CC 2530 Modules 
 

 

Figure 4-4 Experiment Setup on the Receiver Side in the Infield Test 
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5 Radiation Test Results     

5.1 Radiation Test Results of Electronic Circuits for TEG Energy Harvester 

The TEG Energy Harvester system is tested in the gamma radiation environment in the 

Westinghouse Laboratory. The picture of the experiment setup is shown in the Figure 5-1 below 

and the experiment results are shown in the Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 below. 

 

Figure 5-1 Radiation Experiment Setup (inside radiation chamber) 
 

 

Figure 5-2 Radiation Experiment Results for Power Electronic Circuit for TEG Energy Harvester 
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Figure 5-3 Radiation Experiment Results for Data Acquisition and Wireless Communication 
Module 

 
According to the data shown above, the battery charger circuit and the Boost converter survived 

in the radiation test for around 1.2 days and stood a total radiation dose of 38krads. Meanwhile, 

the wireless receiver malfunctioned since the second day. The total dose for it is 53krads.  

In the radiation environment, the active electronic components, like integrated chip, BJT, 

MOSFET, are easier to be destroyed than the passive components. The power electronic circuit 

and the wireless communication module malfunctioned in the experiment because the integrated 

chips in both circuits got destroyed by the gamma ray. According to [27] [28], the main effect that 

Gamma radiation had on MOSFET devices is called ionization damage. Gamma radiation will 

induce trapped charge in the gate oxide and shift the threshold voltage of MOSFET. It can even 

make the threshold voltage decrease to 0V in which case the MOSFET will not be able to be turned 

off and the circuit will be shorted and damaged. Thus, for the power converter circuit, there are 

two possible explanations for the malfunction. One possible reason is that the battery charger chip 

got shorted first and caused problems in the power supply for the Boost converter chip, which shut 

down the Boost converter. Another possible explanation is that the Boost converter chip was 

damaged by the radiation. And the shorted circuit which introduced large current, took the battery 

charger down as well. And for the wireless communication module, there is an interesting 

phenomenon that the data transferred to the receiver side got stable several hours after the module 

acted abnormally and finally stopped working after about 4 days since the experiment started. 
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According to [29], the radiation will also cause an effect on the microcontroller which leads to 

transient changes in the bits of the information stored inside. And the ionization damage will 

happen on microcontroller and provoke short circuit and damage the whole chip as well. One 

possible explanation is that the on-chip ADC used to sample the temperature data or the registers 

for ADC got malfunctioned earlier than other parts on the chip. This malfunction caused the error 

data, which was transferred to the receiver side. Later, the ADC or the register was completely 

damaged so that the data was fixed on a random number and sent to the receiver side. Eventually, 

after 4 days, the whole wireless communication module went to silence as it got fully damaged by 

the radiation. But, further examinations are still needed to determine how exactly these circuits got 

broken.  
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6 Optimization 

According to the experiment results, several optimization should be made to improve the 

performance of the electronic system, especially the converter and the charger circuits. The 

electronic system for the TEG Energy Harvester needs to be redesigned to be radiation hardened 

to help reduce the thickness of the shielding material.  

6.1 Radiation Hardened Prototype for TEG Energy Harvester 

Based on the experiment result in the Westinghouse, the output voltage of the TEG Energy 

Harvester usually keeps around 6 V when it is working properly. And using more TEG modules 

will help to increase the output voltage. In this case, SEPIC will not be necessary for converting 

the TEG output voltage to charge the battery as the output voltage is higher than the battery voltage 

in most time. Thus, a radiation hardened Buck converter will be enough. The Buck converter chip, 

MSK5044RH, is chosen to build the Radiation Hardened converter for the system. The radiation 

tolerance for this converter can reach up to 50 krads at the condition that radiation dose rate is 

equal or smaller than 10mrad/s.  According to Table 2-1, this converter could survive in the coolant 

loop area for about 40 days without any Gamma radiation protection.  

As mentioned above, this characteristics will significantly help reduce the thickness of the 

shielding materials.  The circuit schematic and the PCB design are shown in the Figure 6-1 below. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 6-1 (a) Schematic for Radiation Hardened Prototype; (b) PCB Board for the Radiation 

Hardened Prototype 
 

According to the discussion in Section 3.2, SEPIC is still preferred rather than the Buck 

converter. However, the selection of radiation hardened chips for SEPIC is limited. Thus, another 

SEPIC converter using discrete radiation hardened devices, such as radiation hardened MOSFET 

and op-amp, is also designed. The lower bound of the input voltage range can be as low as 3V. 

But considering the prices of the radiation hardened components, building the system with the 

integrated converter chip would be more economic.   

6.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking 

In the prototypes mentioned above, there is no Maximum Power Point Tracking technology 

applied. Some energy may be lost as the input impedance of the power converter is mismatched 

with the TEG Energy Harvester internal resistance. Although this prototype meets the design 

requirements and is able to convert the voltage and charge the battery, the Maximum Power Point 

Tracking algorithm should still be applied in the control of the converter to extract more energy 

from the TEG Energy Harvester. 

6.2.1 Traditional MPPT Algorithms 

Several Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithms, such as Perturb and Observe (P&O) 

Algorithm, Incremental Conductance (INC) Algorithm, Fractional Open-Circuit Voltage/Short-
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Circuit Current, Neural-network based Algorithm and etc. are commonly using in the power 

converter control to achieve maximum output power when working conditions of the power 

converter changes [40].    

The P&O algorithm is the most widely implemented algorithm in different power converters 

for various types of energy harvester. This algorithm first calculates the output power of the power 

converter and then introduce a perturbation to the duty cycle of the switch control signal to step 

down or step up the output voltage a little bit. After the power converter settles to the new steady 

state, it measures the output power again. If the new measurement of the output power is greater 

than the last measurement result, the algorithm will give the same perturbation to continue 

increasing or decreasing the output voltage, otherwise, it will control the converter to change the 

output voltage in the opposite direction. The algorithm keeps repeating this process to ensure that 

the operating point of the power converter is servoing around the maximum power point. The flow 

chart of this algorithm is shown in the Figure 6-2 below. 
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Figure 6-2 Flow Chart for P&O Algorithm [40] 
 

Actually, the P&O algorithm takes advantage of the characteristics of most of power sources 

that the slopes of the P (Output power)-V (Output Voltage) curve at the maximum power point is 

0. This characteristics can be described by Equation 6-1: 

               6-1 

where  is the output voltage of the power source at its current operating point.   is the 

output voltage of the power source when it works at the maximum power point.  As , and 

 can be seen as a function of the output voltage , the Equation 6-2 can also be obtained: 
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      6-2 

Thus, the Equation 6-1 above can be modified into Equation 6-3: 

       6-3 

A similar algorithm can be used to track the point where  to let the power source output 

the maximum power. This method is named as Incremental Conductance (INC) Algorithm. The 

flow chart of this algorithm is shown in the Figure 6-3 below.  
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Figure 6-3 Flow Chart for INC Algorithm [40] 
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Fractional Open-Circuit Voltage (FOCV) Algorithm is also known as Constant Voltage 

Algorithm. FOCV tries to keep the input voltage of the power converter at a constant value as the 

relationship between the open circuit voltage of the power source and the input voltage of the 

converter during operation at maximum power point can be modeled linearly. The relationship can 

be described by the Equation 6-4 below. 

       6-4 

where  is the open circuit voltage of the power source while   is the input voltage of the 

power converter when it is working at the maximum power point. Considering the model of the 

TEG Energy Harvester, the coefficient  should be 0.5. The Fractional Short-Circuit Current 

Algorithm is similar to the Fractional Open-Circuit Voltage Algorithm but measuring the short 

circuit current of the power source instead. And the relationship between the short circuit current 

and the input current of the converter when it is operating at maximum power point is: 

                 6-5 

where  is the short current of the power source and  is the input current of the converter 

when it is operating at maximum power point. The coefficient  is also 0.5. 

P&O algorithm and INC algorithm do not only require to measure multiple parameters of the 

circuit but also make the operating point of the power converter oscillating around the maximum 

power point. In order to reduce this kind of oscillation, adaptive step length is applied when the 

algorithms try to track the maximum power point. However, this improvement also increases the 

complexity of the program and the circuit. Given the model of the TEG Energy Harvester, the 

Fractional Open-Circuit Voltage Algorithm might be a good choice while it requires optimization 

to fit the TEG Energy Harvester. 

6.2.2 Optimized MPPT Algorithm based on FOCV 

As mentioned in the Section 2.2.1, the electrical model of TEG can be simply described as a 

DC voltage source with a resistive internal impedance. According to Figure 2-2, the output power 

of the TEG Energy Harvester can be represented by Equation 6-6 below: 

       6-6 
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According to Equation 6-6, the output power of TEG Energy Harvester will reach maximum 

value when the external load resistance is equal to the internal resistance of TEG Energy Harvester 

under the condition that the temperature difference across it is constant.  

Three tests were conducted on the TEG Energy Harvester with different source temperatures 

(100℃, 150℃ and 200℃) to find out the characteristics of the internal resistance of the TEG 

Energy Harvester. The results are shown in the Figure 6-4 below.  

 

Figure 6-4 Output Power of TEG Energy Harvester at Different Temperature and Different Load 
 

Figure 6-4 shows that the internal resistance does not change too much when the temperature 

difference over the TEG Energy Harvester changes. Based on this characteristics of TEG Energy 

Harvester and the model of SEPIC converter, an optimized Maximum Power Point Tracking 

method is proposed and implemented in the system. 

As mentioned above, the Fractional Open-Circuit Voltage Algorithm would be the most 

suitable Maximum Power Point Tracking method for this system. However, the Fractional Open-
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Circuit Voltage Algorithm also has some drawbacks. Since the Fractional Open-Circuit Voltage 

Algorithm needs to use the open circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester as reference to track the 

maximum power point, it will require a sensor or specific circuit to measure the open circuit 

voltage of TEG Energy Harvester. Traditionally, in order to get the open circuit voltage, the power 

source will be cut off from the converter for a very short time to let the sensing circuit to measure 

the open circuit voltage. Although this short-time cut-off will not terminate the output voltage of 

the power converter, it still causes power loss. Many methods have been proposed to avoid this 

loss [41] [42], but they are all too complex for this system. In the proposed method, only one 

current sensor is used and there is no need to cut the converter off from the TEG Energy Harvester. 

According to the calculation in section 3.2, following relationship can be obtained when the 

SEPIC circuit works in Continuous-Conduction Mode (CCM): 

       6-7 

where  is the output voltage of SEPIC while  is the input voltage of SEPIC. Considering the 

ideal case, the input power of SEPIC should be equal to the output power. Thus, the relationship 

between the input current  and output current  is shown below: 

        6-8 

Since SEPIC circuit is used to charge a battery, the output voltage is maintained by the battery 

and equal to the battery voltage. Taking the capacity of the battery and the working condition of 

the TEG Energy Harvester system, the output voltage of SEPIC can be treated as a constant 

voltage. Based on these relationships, the electronic model for the whole system can be described 

by Figure 6-5 below. 
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Figure 6-5 Simple Electronic Model for TEG Energy Harvester System 
 

In this way, the open circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester can be obtained by the Equation 

6-9: 

     6-9 

In Equation 6-9,  can be seen as a constant value, which is the battery voltage while  can be 

measured by a current sensor which only has minor effects on the circuit. And has already 

been verified by the experiments that its value, which is given by the datasheet of the TEG 

modules, is almost constant despite the temperature change. 

In order to get the maximum power, the input voltage of SEPIC should be half of the open 

circuit voltage of the TEG Energy Harvester. Thus, the duty cycle of the control signal for SEPIC 

can be calculated by the Equation 6-10: 

            6-10 

Hence, the maximum power point will be easily achieved when the SEPIC working in CCM.  

However, when the output voltage of the TEG Energy Harvester drops to some certain low 

level due to small temperature difference, or when duty cycle of the control signal is relatively 

low, the current through the SEPIC converter will be insufficient to support the SEPIC to work in 

CCM and let SEPIC enter the Discontinuous Inductor Current Mode (DICM). In this mode, the 

sum of the current through the inductors in SEPIC will drop to zero when the switch is off resulting 

in a new switching topology other than the two in CCM. This will change the relationship between 
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the input and output of the SEPIC. Meanwhile, the output power will also drop to a lower level 

than the output in CCM. This phenomenon can be observed in the Figure 6-6 below.   

 

Figure 6-6 Output power of TEG Energy Harvester at Different Temperature with Different Duty 
Cycle 

 
In the experiments, when the source temperature is 150℃ and the duty cycle is smaller than 

61%, the SEPIC is working in the DICM and the output power is obviously smaller than the 

maximum output power when the duty cycle is around 71% while the SEPIC is working in CCM. 

SEPIC also has another discontinuous mode which is called Discontinuous Capacitor Voltage 

Mode (DCVM). SEPIC usually enters this mode when the duty cycle is relatively high or the load 

for the converter is relatively high. Considering the actual operation status of TEG Energy 

Harvester system, SEPIC will hardly enter DCVM if TEG Energy Harvester is working properly. 

In this case, only the performance of this algorithm in CCM and DICM will be discussed in this 

Chapter.    
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Thus, the Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithm should be able to distinguish CCM and 

DICM and also be capable of moving the operating point of SEPIC from DICM to CCM. One 

possible way to do so is to use the Equation 6-10 above to do iterative calculation. This iterative 

calculations will eventually lead the operating point of the SEPIC to the Maximum Power Point 

no matter where the initial operating point is and what mode the SEPIC is in. The detail dynamic 

tracking process of this optimized MPPT algorithm and its stability are discussed in the Section 

6.2.3 below.  

6.2.3 Stability and Dynamic Performance of the Optimized MPPT Algorithm 

 As discussed in Section 6.2.2, it is possible that the SEPIC will enter the DICM which creates 

a new equivalent circuit topology in addition to the two equivalent circuits in CCM for SEPIC. 

This change will affect the relationship between the input voltage and output voltage of SEPIC. In 

DICM, the sum of the current through the Inductor will drop to zero when the switch if off. And 

the new equivalent circuit appears at this time. The three equivalent circuits for SEPIC in DICM 

are shown in Figure 6-7 (a) below. 
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Figure 6-7 (a) Three Equivalent Circuits for SEPIC in DICM; (b) Current and Voltage of 
Inductors; (c) Voltage waveforms when SEPIC is in DICM 

 
And the current through  and  and the voltage over the inductor  are shown in the Figure 

6-7 (b) above. 
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The average current through  during one switching period can be expressed as: 

      6-11 

where  is the switching period and  is the current through  in the third equivalent circuit.  

is the duty cycle for the second equivalent topology in Figure 6-7 (a). 

And the average current through  during one switching period can be expressed as: 

     6-12 

According to the voltage-second balance principle, the Equation 6-13 can be derived: 

        6-13 

And assume that the efficiency of the converter is 100%, the Equation 6-14 can be obtained: 

                    6-14 

Substitute Equation 6-13 into Equation 6-11 and Equation 6-12, the following Equations can 

be obtained: 

      6-15 

      6-16 

The sum of the input and output current is: 

      6-17 

where: 

             6-18 

Substitute Equation 6-14 into Equation 6-17, then: 

     6-19 

And the average input current can be obtained: 
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       6-20 

where  is the switching frequency. 

And, similarly, the average output current can be derived: 

             6-21 

Thus, the input impedance of SEPIC in DICM can be expressed as: 

               6-22 

Equation 6-7 and Equation 6-13shows that the relationships between input voltage and output 

voltage of SEPIC in CCM and DICM are different. Therefore, Equation 6-10 will not directly give 

out the Maximum Power Point as it did when SEPIC works in CCM. 

Assume that when the source temperature is 150℃ and SEPIC is working in DICM, the duty 

cycle of the control signal is , which means that  is smaller than 61% according to the 

Figure 6-8 below.  
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Figure 6-8 Comparison of Actual Current and Model-based Calculation 
 

The blue line in the Figure 6-8 is the recorded output current in the experiment while the red 

line represents the current calculated from the SEPIC model in CCM. The red line can be described 

by the Equation 6-23 below.  

       6-23 

From the Figure 6-8 shows that in DICM, the actual output current  is larger than the 

calculated value  based on the CCM model. Thus, if the Equation 6-10 is used to predict the 

duty cycle for the maximum power point, there would be an error. And the result  will be 

smaller than the duty cycle  for the maximum power point.  

However, we can still use  as the next operating point of SEPIC if it meets certain 

requirement. Since the SEPIC is working in DICM,  must be smaller than . Therefore, 

if the  is larger than , making the SEPIC working at  will make the operating point 

closer to  and generate a higher output power.  
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The condition that ensure  is larger than  can be derived from the Equation 6-24  

 

         6-24 

Define: 

       6-25 

 is defined as an Upper Limit for the output current of SEPIC. As long as the output current 

does not exceed this upper limit, the iterative calculations will move the operating point toward 

 and eventually get the SEPIC working in CCM.   

The step length for every iteration can be defined by Equation 6-26 below: 

  6-26 

Substitute Equation 6-25 into Equation 6-26: 

      6-27 

Since the denominator of Equation 6-27 is always positive, the polarity of the step length is 

determined by the difference between the Upper Limit  and the actual output current of SEPIC. 

Equation 6-27 works for both DICM and CCM. 

Considering the characteristic of Equation 6-25 and the actual operation status of SEPIC in 

DICM, this Upper Limit  will be hardly exceeded by the average output current  when SEPIC 

is working in DICM in this design. For CCM, it is very easy to get following conclusions by 

looking into the relationship between Equation 6-23 and Equation 6-25: 

      6-28 
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These relationships were also verified in experiments and shown in the Figure 6-9 below. 
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(b) 

Figure 6-9 Comparison of Actual Current, Model-based Calculation and Upper Limit (a) Source 
Temperature: 150℃; (b) Source Temperature: 200℃ 

 
And based on Equation 6-28, the characteristic of this optimized algorithm can be concluded. 

Since the output current  is always smaller than  when SEPIC is working in DICM, the step 

length  will always be positive which means the algorithm will always increase the duty cycle 

when SEPIC is working in DICM until SEPIC enters CCM. Once it enters CCM, the algorithm 

will directly move the operating point to Maximum Power Point. And if the initial operating point 

of SEPIC is larger than Maximum Power Point and still in the region of CCM, the algorithm will 

move the operating point back to Maximum Power Point since the step length  for the operating 

points larger than Maximum Power Point is negative.  

And when the SEPIC works at the Maximum Power Point, it will keep stable as step length 

 at this point is 0, which means the operating point will not be moved by the algorithm. Thus, 

the system will always achieve a stable status no matter where the initial operating point is. And 

according to the Equation 6-27 and discussion above, the step length  is adaptive, in the 
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normal working range, the operating point closer to the Maximum Power Point gets a smaller 

step length. Figure 6-10 shows how the step length varies in the case shown by Figure 6-9 (a).   

 

Figure 6-10 Step Length vs. Duty Cycle when Source Temperature for TEG is 150℃ 
 

Figure 6-10 clearly shows that in CCM, the relationship between the duty cycle and the step 

length is a first order function because calculating the Equation 6-10 in CCM will directly lead 

the SEPIC to the Maximum Power Point. Thus, the step length in CCM is actually the difference 

between the duty cycle for the Maximum Power Point and the operating point. This 

characteristic also has an influence on the system response to a sudden change in the open-circuit 

voltage of TEG Energy Harvester. A simulation was conducted to test this response and Figure 

6-11 shows the simulation results.  
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Figure 6-11 (a) The System Response to Sudden Change in Open-Circuit Voltage of TEG 
Energy Harvester; (b) The Start-up Period; (c) The Sudden Change Period 

 
Figure 6-11 (a) shows the entire simulation results while Figure 6-11 (b) and Figure 6-11 (c) 

show the details of the start-up part and the sudden change part respectively. 
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was 40%, the SEPIC worked in DICM. According to the discussion above, the algorithm would 

let the system achieve the Maximum Power Point just after a few iterative calculations. In this case, 

the system achieved the Maximum Power Point and kept stable after 3 seconds which is the time 

for three iterations since each iteration needs to take 1 second to get the average output current in 

the program. This start-up process is illustrated in Figure 6-12 below. 

 

Figure 6-12  the Process of Tracking Maximum Power Point from the Initial Operating Point, 
VS=6V 

 
Figure 6-11 (c) shows that there was a small overshoot when the open-circuit voltage of TEG 

Energy Harvester dropped while there was no such kind of phenomenon when the open-circuit 

voltage rose again. The cause for the overshoot is that when the open-circuit voltage dropped from 

6V to 2.5V, the duty cycle would not change immediately. Therefore, the output current of SEPIC 

would drop and the SEPIC itself would also enter DICM. Then, algorithm would lead the circuit 

to achieve the Maximum Power Point after several iterations and make the system stable. When 

the open-circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester rose again, the duty cycle would not change 
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instantly but the current would rise quickly. And the SEPIC worked again in CCM under the 

condition that the open-circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester is 6V. Since the SEPIC is working 

in CCM, the algorithm would directly find the Maximum Power Point and increase the current 

again. Figure 6-13 shows this process. 

 

Figure 6-13 the Process of the Response to Sudden Voltage Change 
 

However, it should be noted that there are constrains for this algorithm. This algorithm cannot 
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at the intersection between the Upper Limit  and the output current. The Figure 6-14 shows one 
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will be stable at the operating point where the duty cycle is 77% while the Maximum Power Point 

is around the point where the duty cycle is 62%. And it is easy to get the maximum output power 

if SEPIC only works in DICM. Keeping a fixed duty cycle which can make Equation 6-22 equal 

to the internal resistance of TEG Energy Harvester  will help to make the system work at the 

Maximum Power Point. Although it is easy to get max output power in DICM, a SEPIC which 

works in CCM for most of the working conditions is preferred due to its less ripple current. Thus, 

the inductors and switching frequency should be carefully designed. 

 

Figure 6-14 Current Comparison when SEPIC Always Works in DICM 
 
6.2.4 Requirement for Achieving Global Optimum 

As discussed in Section 6.2.3, the algorithm will eventually make the system stable at the point 

where the output power is maximum when SEPIC is working in CCM.  However, it still needs to 

be verified that the point that the system finally achieved is the global optimum rather than the 

local optimum.  
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Assume that the efficiency of SEPIC keeps constant when the temperature changes and, in the 

ideal cases, is 100%. Therefore, the input power of the SEPIC is equal to the output power, which 

means that when the system achieves the point where the output power is maximum, the input 

power of SEPIC will also achieve the maximum. In another word, if the point at which the system 

finally gets stable is the global optimum for the input power of SEPIC, it will also be the global 

optimum for the output power of SEPIC. 

According to the model presented in Figure 6-5, the input power of SEPIC can be expressed by 

Equation 6-29 below: 

              6-29 

where  is the input impedance for the SEPIC. 

Based on the Equation 6-29, it is easy to get the conclusion that the input power of SEPIC 

achieves the maximum value when  is equal to . And this maximum value is the global 

optimum for the input power of SEPIC. As discussed above, it is also the global optimum for the 

output power of SEPIC. 

To make sure that the algorithm can track this global optimum for all the working conditions, 

the circuit should meet certain requirements. And the requirement is determined by the relationship 

between the input impedance of SEPIC in CCM and DICM.  

When SEPIC is working in the DICM, the input impedance can be expressed by Equation 6-22. 

And when it is working in CCM, the input impedance can be expressed by Equation 6-30 below:   

       6-30 

where  is the output voltage of SEPIC, which is also the battery voltage in this case. 

Since the working modes of the SEPIC will change smoothly, the input impedance of SEPIC 

at the critical status where the working mode changes from DICM to CCM can be either described 

by the Equation 6-22 or Equation 6-30. Thus, the duty cycle of SEPIC at this critical status can be 

derived by the Equation 6-31 below. 

       6-31 
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After simplification: 

     6-32 

where: 

        6-33 

       6-34 

       6-35 

The duty cycle for the critical status is one of the real roots of Equation 6-32 which is 

determined by  and . And this root should locate between 0 and 1. The Figure 

6-15 shows how the input impedance of SEPIC changes with respect to the duty cycle for different 

open circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester  while  is 8.8,   equals to 4.1V and  

is the internal resistance of the TEG Energy Harvester, which is around 7.8Ω. For this project, 

since  and  has already been determined and will keep constant when other condition 

changes,   and  are the key factors which will influence the duty cycle for the critical 

status.  Figure 6-15 also shows how the duty cycle for the critical status changes with respect to 

the open circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester.  
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Figure 6-15 Input Impedance for SEPIC in Different Working Conditions 
 

In Figure 6-15, the input impedance of the SEPIC in DICM is shown by a black line. And all 

the critical points for different open-circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester are labeled by data 

tips. The points tracked by the algorithm, where the input impedance of SEPIC in CCM is equal 

to , for different open-circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester are marked by asterisks. The 

Figure 6-15 shows that duty cycle for the critical points decreases when the open-circuit voltage 

of TEG Energy Harvester increases.  

As discussed in Section 6.2.3, when the duty cycle for the initial operating point is relatively 

low, SEPIC will work in DICM. And the algorithm will increase the duty cycle and try to find the 

Maximum Power Point by using the Equation 6-10. Since the duty cycle increases, the input 

impedance of SEPIC will decrease. For the example in Figure 6-15, it will move along with the 

black line. As the duty cycle continue increasing, the SEPIC will enter CCM after the duty cycle 

getting larger than the critical point. And the impedance will no longer follow the black line in 
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Figure 6-15 but can be described by the Equation 6-30. The input impedance of SEPIC at the 

points tracked by the algorithm are also described by the Equation 6-30 and marked by asterisks 

in Figure 6-15. To make these points to be the global optimum, the input impedance of the SEPIC 

should not reach the value of  while the duty cycle is increasing until it reaches these points. 

Thus, in order to make sure that the point tracked by the algorithm is the global optimum, the 

inductor  and switching frequency  need to be carefully designed to make sure that under any 

working conditions, the SEPIC enters CCM before the input impedance reaches the value which 

is equal to the internal resistance of TEG Energy Harvester, , while the duty cycle is 

increasing. As discussed above, since the duty cycle for the critical status decreases when the open-

circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester increases, the case that the critical status has the largest 

duty cycle will happen under the working condition that the open-circuit voltage of TEG Energy 

Harvester achieves its minimum. Even in this case, the duty cycle of the point tracked by the 

algorithm should be larger than the duty cycle of the critical status. This requirement can be 

expressed as Inequality 6-36 below.  

       6-36 

where  is the minimum open-circuit voltage of  TEG Energy Harvester. As long as  

meets this requirement, the point tracked by the algorithm will be the global optima. 

This requirement for the example shown in Figure 6-15 is denoted as Lower Limit and 

represented by the black dash line.  

For the example shown in Figure 6-15, if 2.5V is the lower boundary for the open-circuit voltage 

of TEG Energy Harvester , in order to make the system stable and track the right Maximum 

Power Point, the Maximum Power Point should be in the region where the SEPIC works in CCM 

in this working condition. According to Inequality 6-36, if   is larger than 2.31, the duty cycle 

for the critical status will be smaller than the duty cycle for the Maximum Power Point tracked by 

the algorithm under any working conditions. The Figure 6-16 shows how the input impedance 

changes in this case. 
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Figure 6-16 the Process of the Input Impedance Change of SEPIC 
 

The red arrows in Figure 6-16 shows how the input impedance of SEPIC change during the 

Maximum Power Point Tracking process starting from the initial operating point whose 

corresponding duty cycle is relatively small. And the yellow arrows shows the process whose 

initial operating point’s corresponding duty cycle is larger than the duty cycle for the Maximum 

Power Point. 

And based on the discussion in this section, the output current of SEPIC under the condition 

that the open-circuit voltage of TEG Energy Harvester is a certain value can be predicted by 

Equation 6-37 below. 
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     6-37 

where  is the efficiency of SEPIC and  is the duty cycle for the critical status. 

6.2.5 Experiment Results 

A prototype system is built for the experiment and used to test the algorithm. The SEPIC in this 

prototype uses a pair of coupled inductors from Coilcraft. Inc. The inductance for each winding in 

the inductor is 22μH. Since a pair of coupled inductors are used, the equivalent inductance  is 

equal to 22μH. And the values for the capacitor  and  shown in Figure 3-1 are 33μF and 68μF 

respectively. And the switching frequency  is set to 200 kHz. The input voltage is provided by 

the TEG Energy Harvester proposed in [12]. And a 3.7V 18650 Li-ion battery is used. This battery 

was pre-charged to 4.1V before the experiment. An Arduino microcontroller is used to control the 

converter as well as collect and transfer the data to computer. Figure 6-17 shows the set up for the 

experiment and the schematic of the system. 
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Figure 6-17 (a) Schematic of the System; (b) Experiment Setup for MPPT Algorithm Test 
 

The flow chart for the program applied in the experiment is shown in the Figure 6-18 below. 

a) 

b) 
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Output Duty Cycle 
D(t)
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Figure 6-18 Flow Chart for Optimized Fractional Open-Circuit Voltage Algorithm 
 

As discussed above, the step length of this algorithm is adaptive because the difference between 

the output current and upper limit  is large when the operating point is far from  and gets 

smaller when the operating points is approaching . This characteristic will help the algorithm 

to get the  faster. The Table 6-1 shows that when the source temperature is 150 ℃, only 3 

iterations were taken to get to  around 71% from the initial duty cycle 58%. 
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Table 6-1 Process of Tracking MMP at 150℃ 

Duty Cycle Current/mA Next Duty Cycle 

58% 66.0657 69.03% 

69% 90.4596 70.68% 

71% 91.3384 70.66% 

 

The output current of the SEPIC when the source temperature of TEG Energy Harvester is 

150℃ also matches the model described by Equation 6-37 well. The match result is shown in 

Figure 6-19 below. 

 

Figure 6-19 Predicted Output Current vs Experiment Result 
 

And an experiment was also conducted to test whether this algorithm can track the maximum 

power point when the temperature changes. The source temperature of the TEG Energy Harvester 
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was heated from 150℃ to 200℃ during the test. The result is shown in Figure 6-20 and Figure 

6-21 below. 

 

Figure 6-20 Temperature vs Time and Power vs Time 
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Figure 6-21 Experiment Results for Maximum Power Point Tracking when Temperature 
Changes 

 
The red, green and blue lines are the output power of the converter when the source temperature 

is 200℃, 150℃ and 120℃ respectively. And the purple line is the data recorded from the 

experiment while the yellow dash line shows the trend of the maximum power point when 

temperature changes. The Figure 6-21 clearly shows that this algorithm can track the maximum 

power point well when the temperature changes. 

From the experiment results in Figure 6-21, it is easy to find that the maximum power obtained 

from the experiment is around 750mW, which is much smaller than 2.2W, the maximum power 

over the matched load mentioned in Section 2.2.2. There are two possible reasons for this 

difference. The first one is that the source temperatures of TEG Energy Harvester in two 

experiments are different. In previous experiment, the maximum power is obtained under the 

condition that the source temperature is around 246℃ while in this experiment, the source 

temperature was just heated to 200℃. According to [12], in previous experiment, the voltage over 

the matched load is around 4.15V, which means that the open-circuit voltage of TEG Energy 

Harvester is around 8.3V. And the open-circuit voltage of the TEG Energy Harvester should be 
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around 6V when its source temperature is around 200℃ [12]. A smaller voltage will lead to a 

much smaller power. Another reason is that after the radiation test, the thermal characteristics of 

the heat pipe in the TEG Energy Harvester changed, which also caused a voltage reduction. In this 

experiment, the open-circuit is only around 5.6V. Thus the voltage over the ‘matched load’, which 

is the input voltage for the SEPIC, is around 2.8V in this experiment. Since this voltage is only a 

little bit more than half of the voltage over the matched load mentioned in Section 2.2.2 and taking 

the efficiency of SEPIC into consideration, the maximum power acquired in this experiment is 

reasonable.  

 

Figure 6-22 Comparison between Fixed Duty Cycle Method and Optimized MPPT 
 

The Figure 6-22 shows the comparison between the fixed duty cycle method and optimized 

MPPT. As shown in Figure 6-21, the Maximum Power Point for the system is around 71% when 

the source temperature is 150℃. Thus, the duty cycle is fixed at 71% in the comparative 

experiment. The Figure 6-22 shows that the system with optimized MPPT can get more output 

power than the system with a fixed duty cycle at 71%. And, the difference gets greater when the 

source temperature increases. When the source temperature is 200℃, the optimized MPPT could 
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let the system output 746mW while the system with 71% duty cycle can only output 670mW. The 

output power was improved by 11.3% in this case. Considering the open circuit voltage of the 

TEG Energy Harvester is around 9.7V when it is installed on the secondary loop of the nuclear 

power plant, the MPP for the system under this condition is around 45%. If the duty cycle is fixed 

at 45%, according to the Figure 6-22, the output power of the system will be much less than the 

one with optimized MPPT. When the source temperature is 200℃, the system with fixed duty 

cycle at 45% could only output about 411mW which is just a little more than the half the output 

power in the case of using optimized MPPT algorithm. 

6.3 Design of Special Sensors 

Another part of the TEG Energy Harvester system that needs to be optimized is the sensor. The 

size of the electronic system may be reduced if the pressure sensor could be integrated with the 

temperature and powered with a low DC voltage. Therefore, a new temperature and pressure (T/P) 

sensor based on dual mode crystal resonator is proposed.  

6.3.1 Electrical Model for the Sensor 

The core of the sensor is a resonator which is built from the Langasite crystal. Cutting the 

Langasite crystal with specific angles will lead the resonator to be sensitive to both the temperature 

and the pressure. When this resonator is excited, the natural frequency of one vibration mode (B 

Mode or Fast-Shear Mode) will linearly shift when the temperature is changing. Meanwhile, this 

frequency is insensitive to the pressure changes. On the contrary, the natural frequency of another 

vibration mode (C Mode or Slow-Shear Mode) will be insensitive to the temperature but linearly 

shift with the pressure changes. Based on this characteristics, a dual mode sensor can be built to 

replace the sensor currently used in the system to simplify the whole system. The vibration modes 

and the respective natural frequencies are shown in the Figure 6-23 below.  
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Figure 6-23 (a) Resonance Frequencies of the Crystal Oscillator in Different Modes; (b) 
Temperature Sensitivity of Different Modes; (c) Pressure Sensitivity of Different Modes; (d) 

Respective Vibration Modes for Different Modes  
 

According to [19] and [20], the resonator described above can be modeled as a circuit which 

contains a capacitor and several RLC branches parallel connected. The RLC branches will 

determine the natural frequencies in different modes. And when the resonator is resonating on one 

of the natural frequency, the other branches can be seen as open circuit as the impedance of other 

branches will be too large for the signal at this frequency. The model is shown in the Figure 6-24 

below. 
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Figure 6-24 Model for Dual-Mode Crystal Oscillator 
 

The  branch is the motional branch for the B mode while the  branch is the 

motional branch for C mode. And  is the shunt capacitor of the crystal resonant. Usually, the 

model for the most widely-used crystal oscillator, AT-cut crystal resonator, is similar to the model 

shown in Figure 6-24 but with just one motional branch. Thus, the new crystal resonator can be 

seen as two AT-cut crystal resonators, connected parallel as shown in Figure 6-25 below. 

 

Figure 6-25 Equivalent Model for Dual-Mode Crystal Oscillator 
  

Based on the model, a normal AT-cut crystal resonator has two different resonance frequencies, 
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the anti-resonance frequency  not only depends on the capacitor and inductor on the motional 

branch but also depends on the shunt capacitor. In fact, these two frequencies are quite close to 

each other. The reactance of the crystal resonator varies while the frequency is changing. The 

Figure 6-26 shows the frequency characteristics of the crystal resonator’s reactance. 

 

Figure 6-26 Reactance of Crystal Oscillator [33] 
 

When the oscillator is working at the frequency between  and , the reactance of the crystal 

resonator is inductive, the oscillator can be seen as a high Q-value inductor. 

6.3.2 Oscillation Circuit Design 

In order to get the oscillation signal out, an oscillation circuit is required. Typically, an 

oscillation circuit consists of two parts. One is the amplifier circuit and the other part is a special 

feedback network which can shift the phase of the signal with a certain degree. A simplified model 

of this circuit is shown in Figure 6-27 below. 

 

Figure 6-27 Simplified Model of Oscillation Circuit 
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The A part in Figure 6-27 represents the amplifier circuit while the F part represents the special 

feedback network. In order to generate the oscillation signal, the oscillation circuit should meet 

following requirements. 1) The unity gain of the circuit should be larger than 1. 2) The phase shift 

of the whole loop should be , where  is an integer. These requirements can be expressed by 

Equation 6-38 below. 

     6-38 

Meeting the requirements expressed by Equation 6-38 ensures that a positive feedback will be 

formed in the loop. In this case, the input signal will be amplified over and over again. However, 

due to the non-linearity of the amplifier circuit (such as op-amp, transistor and etc.), the gain will 

reduce when the amplitude of the signal is approaching the power rail voltage. The first 

requirement will not be met. And the amplitude of the signal will drop. When the amplitude of the 

signal drops, the gain will increase again and the first requirement will be met again. Thus, the 

amplitude of the signal will be amplified again. Eventually, the system will achieve a dynamic 

balance. And a stable oscillation signal will be generated. Usually, the amplitude of the output 

signal is determined by the supply voltage. In order to limit the amplitude and reduce the distortion, 

some circuits use diodes as a non-linear feedback to reduce the distortion and provide a soft limit 

for the output voltage [44]. When the system achieves the balance, the unity gain and the phase 

shift for the signal at the oscillation frequency can be expressed by the Equation 6-39 below. 

                     6-39 

Pierce Oscillation circuit is a typical oscillation circuit used as the clock source for most digital 

circuits. The diagram of Pierce Oscillation is shown in Figure 6-28 the below. 
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Figure 6-28 Pierce Oscillation Circuit 
 

In Pierce Oscillation circuit, the crystal resonant works at the frequency near , which means 

that the crystal oscillator  can be seen as a high Q-value inductor. This equivalent inductor and 

the two capacitor,  and ,  connected with the crystal resonant form a π-network band pass 

filter which gives the signal a phase shift of π and only allows the resonant frequency of the crystal 

oscillator to pass. And the inverter gives another phase shift of π to the signal, which makes the 

loop phase shift is 2π and makes a positive feedback. The resistor  acts as a feedback resistor 

which makes the inverter work in its linear region and effectively operate as a high gain inverting 

amplifier. And the loop gain can adjusted to 1 by adjusting the gain of the inverter amplifier (which 

is influenced by the resistor ) to ensure that the oscillation is stable at the certain frequency. 

Several LRC circuits are proposed to help the dual mode resonator generate the signals for its 

two modes [19] [31] [32]. These circuits will only allow the signals with expected frequencies pass 

and shift their phase with 2nπ to form a positive feedback to keep the resonator resonating at certain 

frequencies.  

However, these oscillation circuits use two inverters or amplifier circuits as well as two RLC 

networks to separate the signals for two different modes. These designs may consume more 

energy. Thus, an improved resonant circuit is proposed. The schematic is shown in Figure 6-29 

below. 
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Figure 6-29 An Oscillation Circuit for Dual-Mode Crystal Oscillator 
 

In this resonant circuit, the bottom part,  and  forms a LC network which has 

following frequency characteristics shown in Figure 6-30. 
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Figure 6-30 Frequency Characteristics of LC Network 

 
The red line in Figure 6-30 shows the simulation result from TINA while the blue line shows 

the simulation result from MATLAB. According to Figure 6-30, this LC network only applies a 

phase shift of π to the signals falling into the band between two certain resonance frequencies 

which are set by  and . The transfer function of the LC network can be expressed 

by Equation 6-40 below. 

                  6-40 

If let  and , then the poles of this network can be expressed by 

Equation 6-41 below. 

               6-41 

By carefully tuning  and  to let the B mode and C mode resonance frequencies 

fall into the band  between the poles, positive feedbacks on B mode and C mode resonance 
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frequencies can be formed. And it will introduce negative feedbacks to other high order harmonic 

frequency. Meanwhile, the crystal resonator can also be seen as a high Q-value band pass filter 

which only allows the signals at its resonance frequencies pass and block other signals. According 

to Figure 6-30, the gain for the signal who falling into this band is relatively high which means 

that a simple amplifier would be able to make the loop unity gain to reach 1. However, in real 

cases, the operational amplifiers are seldom used in such circuit as they usually do not have 

required bandwidth to achieve low phase shift at high frequencies [44]. And according to [44], the 

operational amplifiers usually are limited to a few hundred kHz application circuit as they will 

accumulate too much phase shift at high frequencies. In this case, an amplifier based on CMOS 

Non Gate can be used to provide the gain without too much phase shift. According to [45], the 

resistor  shown in Figure 6-29 provides the circuit a bias and let the CMOS Non Gate circuit 

work in the linear region instead of saturation region or cutoff region. The value of bias resistor  

is usually in the range of 1M-10MΩ for the 74HC04D CMOS inverter used in Figure 6-29 

according to [46]. 

Two AT-cut crystal resonator (2MHz and 2.45MHz) were used to simulate this special crystal 

resonator and conduct the test with the circuit shown in Figure 6-29. Following results shown in 

Figure 6-31 were obtained in the experiments. 

 

Figure 6-31 Test Result of the Oscillation Circuit 
 

It should be noted that although the capacitance of  and  should be 25pF to let the LC 

network has a suitable phase band, given the parasitic capacitance of the circuit and the inverter, 

15pF capacitors should be sufficient to help the circuit work. 
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And following circuit shown Figure 6-32 in should also be feasible. And the output signal will 

be two separate signals. However, in order to save power, the one shown in Figure 6-29 is 

preferred. 

R1

L1 L2

C1 C2 C3

GND

R2

L3 L4

C6 C5 C4

GND

Figure 6-32 An Oscillation Circuit with Two Separate Output 
 

Another similar circuit developed from the proposed circuit in [31] is also built and tested. The 

schematic is shown in Figure 6-33 below. And test result is also shown in Figure 6-34 below.  
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Figure 6-33 Oscillation Circuit Developed from the Circuit in [31] 
 
 

 
Figure 6-34 Test Result for Oscillation Circuit Developed from the Circuit in [31] 

 
Comparing these two types of resonant circuit, the one shown in Figure 6-29 has a better output 

result while the one shown in Figure 6-33 is still acceptable. 

6.3.3 Signal Conditioning Circuit Design 

Although the crystal oscillator’s resonant frequencies shifts when the temperature and pressure 

change, the variations are too small to be detected by directly measuring it. The variation of the 
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frequency is usually several ppm of its own base frequency. In other words, the variation is at Hz 

level when the natural frequency is at MHz level.  And in order to get accurate measurement, the 

frequency sensitivity of the measurement circuit should be at 0.1 Hz level. Thus, a new 

measurement method using reference frequency is proposed.  

The output signal of the crystal oscillator can be expressed as: 

       6-42 

And the output signal of the reference source can also be expressed as: 

      6-43 

This method will multiply the output signal of the oscillator with the reference signal: 

 

      6-44 

After passing a low pass filter, only the low-frequency part of Equation 6-44 will be kept, and 

its frequency is the frequency differences between the oscillator output and the reference signal. 

Based on this difference, the frequency shift of the oscillator output signal could be easily obtained. 

The system diagram for this sensor is shown in the Figure 6-35 below. 

 

Figure 6-35 Diagram for Special T/P Sensor System 
 

The test result of this signal conditioning Circuit is shown in Figure 6-36 below. 
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Figure 6-36 Test Result for the Signal Conditioning Circuit 
 

The yellow waveform in Figure 6-36 is the output signal of the mixer while the blue waveform 

is the output of the low pass filter 

With this new type of sensor, the wireless communication and data acquisition system for TEG 

Energy Harvesting can be simplified. The new diagram for this system is shown in Figure 6-37 

below. 

 

Figure 6-37 New Diagram of Wireless Communication and Data Acquisition System for TEG 
Energy Harvesting 
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

The electrical characteristics of TEG Energy Harvesters were fully studied and two different 

kinds of power converter prototypes were made for TEG Energy Harvester respectively based on 

these researches. These power converter prototypes were both tested in different environments and 

working conditions. The experiment results showed that they worked well in most of the working 

scenarios but still needed to be upgraded. Thus, the prototype circuits for the TEG Energy 

Harvester were redesigned to be radiation hardened and capable of surviving for longer time in the 

gamma radiation environment. Meanwhile, the Maximum Power Point Tracking technology is 

also applied in the upgraded system while a special sensor and its signal conditioning circuit is 

developed as well to simplify the whole system. 

7.1 Future Work 

Although current prototypes worked well in most working conditions, there are still several 

future works need to be done to upgrade the electronic system and make the whole system to 

become an industrial product. 

1. The control algorithm of the converter circuit still needs to be deeply studied. The 

transfer function of the SEPIC will be very complex if the actual models of all the passive 

components, like capacitor and inductor, are taken into consideration. This complexity may 

result in some difficulties in the circuit control. Meanwhile, it is also important to find out 

how to control circuit with less energy consumption. 

2. The prototype circuits may need to be upgraded to be applicable for multi-source 

energy harvesting as some other types of energy harvester may be used as auxiliary energy 

source for the this TEG Energy Harvester system.  

3. The radiation hardened electronic system for the TEG Energy Harvester needs to 

be manufactured and tested in the radiation environment again. 

4. Since the crystal oscillator is still in the process of manufacture in the collaborator's 

laboratory, the circuits for the special T/P sensor are still waiting for being tested with the 
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actual oscillator. After the test, the optimization for the sensor circuit should be conducted. 

And the sensor will be integrated into the system for the TEG Energy Harvester later.  

5. The program of the data acquisition system may needs to be simplified and 

optimized to achieve a lower energy consumption and higher work efficiency. 
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